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Abstract
Owing to the technical and economic aspects of the project management, pre-estimating the
volumes of excavating, shotcreting, and concreting operations have been of great importance for
the underground construction industry, especially in metro and highway tunnels. In this respect, we
offer a reliable method based on the trigonometric geometry for estimating the required parameters
of the conventional tunnels that are manually excavated via explosions and road-header machines.
To this end, a geodetic network consisting of dense benchmarks are firstly realized outside the
trench and throughout the excavated tunnel. The cross-sections of the tunnel are then mapped in
the coordinate frame attached to the reference lines after orienting the reflectorless total station
with respect to the geodetic network points and the predesigned reference lines. Consequently, by
comparing the resultant coordinates of each cross-section at the excavating, shotcreting, and
concreting stages, one can arrive at accurate estimation of the corresponding thickness, areas and
volumes during different phases of the tunnel construction. The performance of the proposed
method has been evaluated as a function of the central angles between the consecutive points on
the arc of tunnel cross-section via a simulated dataset from an assumed D-shape tunnel. The
numerical results have indicated that in the case of the consecutive central angle of 25 deg the
estimated thickness, area, and volume errors are about 0.0057 m, 0.199 m2, and 0.399 m3, which
can be considered as a clear indication of the reliability and applicability of the presented method.

Keywords: Cross-section mapping; Manual excavation; Conventional tunneling; Reflectorless
total station; Concreting volume; Lining.

1. Introduction
These days, on-time construction and
delivery of tunnels along with considering
their cost-benefit aspects are of particular
importance to the project management (Zhai,
2016). To this end, surveying engineering
can play a crucial role in tunneling from the
initial to end stages of the construction
operations, i.e. staking-out, excavation
directing, complementary measurements,
design control, primary lining, and volume
and thickness computations of shotcrete, so
as to provide us with complying demanded
criteria of the underground constructions
(Ardalan et al., 2016). More specifically, the
surveying methods can be employed to
control the excavation operations through the
extraction of the cross-sections and aligning
the tunnels at the consecutive steps of the
undergoing project (Su et al., 2006). In
general, the current surveying methods can
be classified into the three following
categories (Gikas, 2012). (i) Close-range
photogrammetric techniques to provide threedimensional model using stereoscopic vision
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of pair or multiple images (Nakai et
al., 2005), which has less been employed due
to the environmentally poor-light conditions
in the tunnels (Gikas and Daskalakis, 2008).
(ii) In contrast to this technique, laser
scanning methods can be utilized to collect a
relatively noticeable volume of data in
tunnels even with no light (Vezočnik et
al., 2009); however, they may suffer from
some practical restrictions relating to the
high-cost and long-time implementations,
besides possible constraints facing with
managing the huge point clouds (Cheng et
al., 2016; Puente et al., 2016). In particular,
the error analysis of applying these methods
was presented by Liu and Pan (2013), in
which the contributing effects of a variety of
degradation sources such as the ranger,
scanner goniometer, environmental impact
and data processing has been considered. (iii)
The conventional manners can also be used
to take some discrete measurements via the
common surveying instruments, with the
consequence deficiency in continuously
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three-dim
mensional illlustration off the tunnelss
(Han ett al., 2013). In the lattter methodss,
mostly and usuallyy, the crosss-sections oof
tunnels aare mapped just before and after thee
lining annd shotcretinng operationss by means oof
reflectorrless total stations (Xu andd
Wang, 22016). Conseequently, co
omparing thee
mapped discrete poiints before and
a after thee
mentioneed operationns, one can acchieve usefuul
informattion about the
t thickness, areas andd
volumess of the excavvated tunnelss.
The mainn aim of the present conttribution is too
offer an effective method
m
for esstimating thee
main paarameters off inspecting tunnels thaat
are mannually excavvated through
h explosionss
and roadd-header macchines. To do so, a densee
geodeticc network coonsisting of a number oof
benchmaarks is firstlyy established
d throughouut
the tunnnel, while the cross-sections aree
mapped in a coordinnate frame that is attachedd
to the reeference linees. The reflectorless totaal
station m
must be thenn oriented wiith respect too
the reaalized geodetic networrk and thee
predesiggned referencce lines. Nex
xt, the cross sections with constaant meteragee are mappedd
at eachh construcction stagee via thee
correspoonding measuuring points. At this stepp,
the resuultant coordinnates of eacch section aat
the excaavating, shootcreting, and concretingg
stages arre comparedd with each other,
o
and ass
such, w
we can arrrive at esttimating thee
correspoonding thicknness, areas and
a volumess
for the tuunnel of interest.
In the next sectioon, the dettails of thee
proposedd method to
t provide cross-sectionn
extractioon of the tunnnels are ex
xplained. Thee
numericaal results of the performancee
assessmeent of the proposed method
m
via a
simulateed dataset of
o a D-shapee tunnel aree
given inn the subseqquent section, while thee
errors inn the estimatiion of the th
hickness, areaa
and voluume are evaaluated as th
he number o f
the meassuring pointts on the cro
oss-section iss
increasedd. The last section is ded
dicated to thee
conclusion and final remarks.
2. Methood
In the innitial phases of designin
ng the tunnell,
the cennterlines annd the co
orrespondingg
perpendiicular cross-sections must bee
characterized on thee plan maps. Indeed, thee
centerlinnes of the tunnel
t
enco
ompasses thee
referencee lines, inccluding the starting andd
ending ppoints, whichh have been defined
d
at thee

nter and the lowest part
rts of each crosscen
section. These predefined rreference lines are
con
nsidered as the basis oof all the tunnel
t
con
nstruction op
perations, froom staking out
o the
cross-sections at
a the excavvation stage to the
fram
me-fixing an
nd concretinng phases. In
I the
pro
ocess of tunn
neling operaations, we should
s
firsst make a geodetic control neetwork
com
mprising of a varioous numbeer of
ben
nchmarks established
e
throughoutt the
tun
nnel as procceeding withh the excav
vation
adv
vancements,
which
the
geodetic
coo
ordinates have been determined
d via
trav
verse observ
vations. The reflectorlesss total
stattion in the field must then be oriented
alon
ng with the coordinate ssystem realizzed by
thiss geodetic neetwork, and consequentlly, the
refeerence lines are approprriately introd
duced.
In this
t
way, wee can stake out cross-sections
relaating to eacch referencee line usin
ng the
metterage and offset
o
(i.e. thee longitudinaal and
trav
verse distan
nces) and eelevations of
o the
associating plan
nning pointss, with respect to
the starting point of thee reference lines
(Fig
gure 1). It is worth-menttioning that at
a this
stag
ge we resort to the refereence lines to direct
the overall routte of the tunnnel excavatiion as
sim
milar as posssible to thhe designed plan.
How
wever, due to the practiical difficultties as
welll as the possible
p
deggradation of
o the
insttrumental acccuracy, the excavated tu
unnels
may
y not be ex
xactly similaar to the desired
d
direections on the
t plan, annd as such, it is
req
quired to surrvey some measuring points
p
thatt are located on the crross-sectionss with
certtain distancees from the starting po
oint of
the reference lin
nes.

Figu
ure 1. Schemaatic illustrationn of the proced
dure to
determin
ne the coordi
dinates of measuring
point i in the referencce line-attached
d frame,
with thee offset ( oi ), meterage ( mi ), and
elevation ( ei ).
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At this point, the shotcrete operations are
performed in order to strengthen the initial
configuration of the excavated tunnels; and
therefore, the cross-sections must be mapped
again to monitor the current layer of the
constructed tunnel as compared with those of
the former situations. Accordingly, the
thicknesses, areas and volumes of the
shotcrete layers can be achievable through
comparing the mapping points on the crosssections that have been measured just before
and after the shotcrete operations. As the
points are measured in the frame attached to
the geodetic network, we must transform the
resultant coordinates into the corresponding
coordinates (meterage, offset and elevation)
in the designing frame attached to the
reference lines to control the excavation
operations. Accordingly, if the reference line
consists of the starting and ending points,
namely points 1 and 2, one can arrive at the
meterage of measuring point i with respect
to the point 1 in the attached coordinate
frame by the following trigonometric
relation:

mi =

(21i +  212 ) -  22i
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tunnel, and g13 is the gisement angle of the
baseline  13 that can be obtained from:

g13 = tan-1(

DX12
DY12

)+

p
2

(3)

where { DX12 , DY12 } are the relative
coordinates of the baseline  12 ; and as such,
the offset of the measuring point i can be
expressed by:

oi =

( 21i +  213 ) -  23i
2  13

(4)

where  3i is the distance between point 3
and the measuring point i . Finally, one can
arrive at the elevation of the measuring
point i from the reference line-attached
coordinate system:

ìï
2
2
2
ïï ei =  1i - (mi + oi ) if Zi ³ Z1
í
ïïe = - 2 - (m 2 + o 2 ) if Z < Z
1i
1
i
i
i
ïî i
(5)

2  12
(1)

where Zi is the vertical coordinate of the

where {  1i ,  2i } are the distances of the

point i . Having derived the resultant
coordinates of the measuring points on the
cross-sections just before { oi , ei } and after {

measuring point i from points 1 and 2, while
 12 is distance between the points 1 and 2.
Next, in order to derive the offset, we should
consider an imaginary point 3 at the same
elevation with the point 1, so that the
baseline  13 between points 1 and 3 would
be perpendicular to the reference line. As a
result, the coordinates of point 3 in the
coordinate system attached to the geodetic
network can be estimated through:

ìïX = X +  sin(g )
ï
3
1
13
13
ï
ïY = Y +  cos(g )
í 3
1
13
13
ï
ï
Z
=
Z
ï
1
ï
î 3
(2)
where { X1 , Y1 , and Z1 } are the coordinates
of point 1 in the geodetic network frame,  13
is an arbitrary value, e.g. the width of the

oi¢ , ei¢ } lining or shotcreting operations, the
area ( a j ) of the lining/shotcrete layer at the
cross-section j can be estimated by:

1
a j = {(o1e2 + o2e3¢ + ... + on¢e1 ) 2
(e1o2 + e2o3¢ + ... + en¢o1 )}

(6)

Having derived the areas of the crosssections, the thickness of the cross-section j
can be computed by:

tj 

aj
( j  j ) / 2

(7)

where  j and j are the summation of the
surveyed lengths before and after the
shotcreting/lining operations along the cross-
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section tthat can be deerived by:
n

 j   (oi 1  oi ) 2  (ei 1  ei ) 2

(8))

i1
n

j   (oi1  oi) 2  (ei1  ei) 2

(9))

i1

As scheematically shown
s
in Figure
F
2, thee
volume v j , j -1 of thee shotcrete laayer betweenn
ns along withh
the two cconsecutive cross-section
the tunneel centerline can also be resulted in:

1
v j , j -1 = (a j -1 + a j ) ´ d j , j -1
2

(10))

where d j , j -1 is the
t
separatiion distancee
between the two coonsecutive crross-sectionss,
while { a j -1 , a j } are the co
orrespondingg
areas.
At this step, accordding to Figure 3, we cann
estimate the ultimatte volume of
o concretingg

opeerations at eaach part, withh length of 6 m as
an example in
n the form of the hyd
draulic
fram
me shown in
n Figure 4, via the follo
owing
form
mula if theirr componentts are coordinated
witth respect to the referencee lines system
m:

1
v f = (a1 + a2 ) ´ d1,2 +
2
1
(a + a 3 ) ´d2,3 +  +
(11)
2 2
1
(a + ak )´ dk -1,k
2 k -1
where ak is the area of the mapped
m
section k

in part f , annd dk -1,k

is the

ween the ttwo consecutive
disttance betw
map
pped cross-ssections. Thee final prod
duct is
the total amoun
nt of concretee during the whole
tun
nnel course, which can bbe considereed for
emp
ployers as an
n appropriatee estimation of the
app
proximate inv
voice.

Figure 2. A schematic vieew of two conseecutive cross-seections along with the tunnel ddirection.

Figure 3. Schematic illusstration of the hydraulic
h
framee (solid lines), th
he surface of th
he shotcrete layeer (dashed liness). Note
that the compponents of the hydraulic
h
frame can be specifieed via offset (oi ) and elevationn ( ei ).
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Figure 4. A view of a hyddraulic frame ussed for the tunn
nel constructionn.

3. Reesults and diiscussions
In orrder to dem
monstrate th
he effectivenness
of thhe method, the proposed method has
been applied too a simulateed dataset that
has bbeen considdered for an
a assumed Dshapeed tunnel with two similar crrosssectioons. To thiis end, we synthesize the
coorddinates of some
s
measu
uring points on
each cross-sectioon in the reference line
coorddinate system
m before and
d after liningg as
show
wn in Figuure 5a. The correspondding
geodeetic coordinaates have theen been deriived
from rotation off the syntheetic coordinnates
arounnd the third axis of thee reference line
framee, with magnnitude of the gisement off the
centeerline includiing the startting and endding
pointts 1 and 2 that
t
are coo
ordinated inn an
arbitrrary traversee-based frame (Figure 5bb). It
shoulld be notted that th
he areas and
thicknnesses of the
t
cross-seections betw
ween
beforre and afterr lining surffaces are too be
10.533 m2
andd
0.4 m,
respectivvely.
Addittionally, with
w
suppossing the 2 mseparration of thhe two cross-sections, the
volum
me is to be 21.07
2
m3. Fig
gure 6 showss the

estimated errrors of appplying the method
m
to
the synthetic dataset inn geodetic co
oordinate
system, whiile the distaance of the baseline
perpendiculaar to the cent
nter line is assumed to
be 5 m. Acccording to thhe figures, th
he shown
errors are negligiblee, which can be
considered as a clearr indication
n of the
success of the methood to estim
mate the
reference lin
ne coordinattes of the measuring
m
points beffore and after the lining.
Consequentlly, the resulttant area of the
t crosssections bettween the surfaces before and
after the lining is aboutt 10.34 m2, while
w
the
correspondin
ng
volum
me
is
20.67
2
m3.
Additionally
y, the lining thickness of
o 0.39 m
has been estimated.
e
W
With compaarison of
these estimaated values with the asssociating
benchmarks, we can iinfer that the
t
area,
volume and
d thicknesss errors arre about
0.006 m
0.199 m2,
0.399 m3,
and
respectively. From thee practical point of
view, thesee ranges of errors can be
insignificantt, and as suchh, this is ano
other sign
of the efficiency of the presented method
m
in
order for bud
dget manageement.

(a)

(b))

Figuree 5. Synthetic coordinates of the measuringg points on the cross-sections in a) the referrence line and b)
b geodetic
d dashed lines, respectively.
r
coordinatte systems beforre and after liniing in solid and
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 6. Estimated errorrs of the resultss of the applicattion of the meth
hod to the geod
detic coordinatees of the cross-ssections
before and aft
fter lining, with
h respect to thee simulated beenchmarks. a) Meterage,
M
b) ooffset and c) elevation
errors.

At this ppoint, we aree to investigaate the effecct
of the ddistribution of
o the meassuring pointss
at the arcc of the cross-section on the accuracyy
of the final produucts. To th
his end, thee
estimated errors in
i the thicckness, areaa
and voluume computations were derived as a
functionn of the cenntral angle between thee
two connsecutive measuring
m
po
oints, whichh
the simuulated ones have
h
been considered
c
ass
the refeerences. Thee results arre shown inn
Figure 7. According to the figurre, the errorss
in the derivation of thickness, area andd
volume are graduually increaased as thee
number of measuriing points is
i decreasedd,
such thatt in the case of nine measuring pointss
on the arrc (corresponnding to the central anglee
of 20 deg between thhe two conseecutive pointss
if the arc to be a whhole semicirccle), we facee
with an errors of 0.004
0
m, 0.1319 m2 andd
0.2638 m3 in thickkness, area and volumee
estimatioon, respectivvely. This achievemennt
can also be veriffied by th
he analyticaal

assessment

of
o

the


D
e
L -C
( =
= D - 2 sin( ) )
2
R
R

relative
due

errors
to

the


dev
viation betweeen the chordd ( C ) and arrc ( L )
lengths, in which D is thee central ang
gles of
the arc. As can
n be seen inn Figure 8, similar
resu
ults can be perceiving and as succh the
relaative errors in the esstimation of
o the
thicckness, area and volumee via the pro
oposed
metthod are raissed as a funcction of the central
c
ang
gles between the ttwo consecutive
measuring poin
nts are gettting wider. With
com
mparison off Figures 7 and 8, onee can
ded
duce that thee increasing rrates of the errors
can
n be negligible while th
the central angles
a
betw
ween the consecutive pooints on the crosssection arc are within 15 deeg. In generaal, the
num
mber of measuring poinnts on the crosssections must be pursuedd the employers
view
wpoint, conssidering the project operrations
tim
me, budget and
a the intennded accuraacy in
ord
der of priority
y.
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(b)

(c)
Figuree 7. Errors in the
t estimation of the thicknesss, area and vo
olume by the prroposed methodd as a function
n of central
angles bettween the two consecutive
c
meeasuring points,, with respect to
o the simulatedd references. a) Thickness,
b) area andd c) volume errrors.

Figuree 8. Relative errrors in the estiimation of the thickness, areaa and volume via the proposedd method as a function of
central anggles between th
he two consecuttive measuring points, with resspect to the simu
mulated benchmaarks.

4. Coonclusion an
nd final remarks
An eefficient metthod has been presentedd in
orderr to attain thee required paarameters off the
conveentional tunnnels that are manuually
excavvated. Indeedd, thanks to the relationns in

the trigonom
metric geomeetry, it is po
ossible to
derive the coordinatess of the measuring
m
points in th
he reference line attacheed frame
from those in the geodettic coordinate system,
and as such, the concretiing consump
ptions can
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be controlled more precisely. The
performance, efficiency and applicability of
the presented method have been assessed via
synthetic dataset. According to the simulation
results, the errors in estimating the lining
thicknesses, the cross-section areas and the
volumes of the consecutive cross-sections
can be estimated via an appropriate accuracy,
thanks to the advantages of the proposed
method.
As the practical point of views, it is a must to
survey additional points on the cross-sections
wherever the deformations including concave
and convex features exist. The most accurate
results can be achieved if the number of
measuring points is increased, while the
associating distribution is to be uniform. The
coincidence points of the direct lines and the
arc as well as the corner points on a crosssection must be measured; however, if this is
not the case due to the environmental
limitation, some imagination points must be
considered in the computational procedure in
return. In general, the measuring points must
also be on the cross-section plane as far as it
is feasible, while the acceptable deviation
from the plane should be taken into account.
Moreover, the most accurate control of the
shortest distance between the two
consecutive cross-sections, although the
trade-off between the cost and the time of the
project proceeding on the one hand and the
accuracy of the final products on the other,
must also be supposed. In order to mitigate
the effects of the errors relating to the
coordinates of the geodetic network points on
the resultant parameters, it is advised that the
same geodetic points are employed to orient
the total station in the surveying operations
just before and after the shotcreting and
lining processes. We can overally
recommend that the presented method can be
used to provide employers with required
information in the tunneling and underground
surveying.
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